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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many phenomena in biology, chemistry, and in other sciences can be 
modelled by a delay-reaction-diffusion system, such as 
J 
$$=d;Au,+J;, i = l,.... 12. in (O.+co)xQ. 
Neumann boundary condition. 
initial condition, 
(P,,) 
Here, ui = u,(t, x), i = l...., n, are the quantities involved in a given 
phenomenon and depend on the time variable t E E, and on the space 
variable x E Q c RF (for some s = 1. 2, 3); A := Ci , 2*/h:; di 3 0 is the 
diffusion coefficient of ui in 0; f = (f, ,..., f,) takes into account both the 
instantaneous and the delayed reaction of u = (u, ,..., u,,) with respect to u 
itself and to the external world. Namely, f. at time t and position s. is 
assumed to depend on u(t,x), as well as on a weighted average of u in past 
time and space. 
We assume there exists a spatially homogeneous constant solution of (P,,) 
u(t, x) = e E F,” for (1. x) E 1) x fi. 
We give conditions on f which imply asymptotic stability and atttractivity 
results, when the diffusion coefficients and the weighted averages satisfy 
rather general conditions. Such conditions include the case of no diffusion 
and no delay. Moreover, the solutions corresponding to spatially constant 
initial data are spatially constant. Hence, when our results apply, the 
solutions to the delay-reaction-diffusion system (P,,) behave asymptotically 
-’ Work supported by C.N.R.. Grant No. 80.02333.01. 
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as those of an ordinary differential system with an asymptotically stable 
equilibrium. This is proved by introducing contracting rectangles techniques 
for delay-reaction-diffusion systems. As in the case without delay (see 
12, 151) using these techniques, we obtain asymptotic stability results for 
reaction-diffusion systems, with no restrictions on the diffusion coefficients. 
Moreover, for the delay differential systems, such results are nontrivial even 
without space dependence (we reduce to this situation by taking spatially 
constant initial data). 
Global asymtotic stability of the equilibrium is often obtained in work 
concerned with applications of (PO). In [ 1,5,9, 131 we find special cases of 
(P,,), for which global asymptotic stability results were proved by 
constructing sequences of upper and lower bounds for the solutions. We use 
contracting rectangles and we get the same results by verifying that some 
easy conditions are satisfied. Moreover, we obtain a unified approach to the 
examples cited above, including the space-dependent case. 
In Section 2 we formulate the problem in a rigorous way and give 
conditions which imply the existence of the solutions. Since in the same 
section we express the problem in an abstract form, we also recall some 
abstract theorems on invariance and attactivity of convex sets which we use 
to prove the main results of the paper. 
In Section 3, we state our results for a single equation (n = 1), and we 
examine some possible extensions which include the nonautonomous case. 
The proofs are given in Section 4. 
The n-dimensional case (n > 1) is discussed in Section 5, but the proofs 
are omitted since no substantial change is required from the one-dimensional 
case. 
Section 6 is concerned with applications. We first consider a simple one- 
dimensional example (the Volterra population equation), and we find 
conditions on the parameters (involved in the equation) such that our 
asymptotic stability results apply. A complete analysis of the Volterra 
equation requires some additional general results that we give in the same 
section. We also give examples for n = 2. 
Notation 
IR+ := (0, +oo), R _ := (-a& 01. 
80 denotes the boundary of R and a/an denotes the outward normal 
derivative to %2 at each of its points. For JC R, BC(J X fi; R”) := 
BC(J; C(fi, R”)) := {bounded, continuous functions ?J:.lxfi+ R”}, 
BC-(J x fi; R”) := BC-(J; C(fi, R”)) := (continuous functions 
v:JxsT+R”, bounded in (Jn R-) x an). For u E BC-(R X fin; R”) and 
any t E n+, U, EBC(R- x fi; R”) is defined by U,(S) := u(f + s) for all 
SE%. 
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Let E be a Banach space with norm 1. j, t: E Ip , , K c E: we set PF(c) := 
(3~ E E: /x/G E), K, := (x E E: d(x, K) < E}, where d(x. K) is the distance 
from the point x E E to the set Kc E. 
2, STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
We will study the following problem 
; (t. x) = Ddu(t, x) + f(u(t, x), (Ru)(t, x)), (t, x) E ‘14 _ x R. 
u(t, x) = h(t, x), (t. x) E F’ x n, 
where u(t, x) E iy” and the following general assumptions are fulfilled: 
(1) R c IF?’ is a bounded connected open set with sufficiently smooth 
boundary: 
(2) D is a diagonal matrix 
d , ,... , d,, > 0: 
(3) (u. c) + f(u, 0): IF,” x Q” --$ R ’ is locally Lipschitz continuous: 
(4) there exists e E P” such that f(e, e) = 0. Without loss of generality 
we assume e = 0; 
(5) R is a mapping from BC .(I? X 52; 1)“) into C(K X fi: I;,“). 
defined in the following way: 
(Ru)i(t, x) := I-+ ‘,c h,(s) ( I’ Gi(s, x, .v) u,(t - s, .v) dy 
’ (I J I> 
for i = I,..., n. where 
vj: 1O,+m)+i/i is nondecreasing, (2.1) 
(S.X)4,(&x;):R, xa-+L’(R,n,) is continuous, (2.2) 
I’+ * dq;(s) = j-Q Gi(s, x, y) dy = 1; (2.3) 
.’ 0 
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Remark 2.1. In (P) the diffusion term is of the form Ddu. Actually the 
results we are going to deal with remain unchanged if du, is replaced with a 
general uniformly elliptic differential operator (see 1141) with sufficiently 
regular coefftcients, say 
for x E 0, i = l,..., n. 
Remark 2.2. In (5) Gi is, more generally, allowed to be of the form 
Gi(s, x, y) = S(lx - y 0, where 6 is the Dirac function. 
Remark 2.3. The boundary condition in (P) expresses the requirement 
that the quantities ui are confined in fi. If, for instance, u, ,...’ u, are 
measures of population size, this means that no migration occurs through the 
boundary EX2. 
Remark 2.4. If the measures dqi(.) have a compact support in R + for all 
i = l,..., n, we say that the delay isfinite. This means that there exists r E R, 
such that (Ru)(t) depends on U(S) for s E [t - r, f], only. In this case the 
initial datum h can be taken in C((-r, 01 X fi; I?“). 
Problem (P) as an Abstract Problem: Solutions 
Problem (P), with the assumptions (l)-(c)), may be formulated as an 
abstract problem in the Banach space E = C(0; W”) endowed with the norm 
IvjE=IUj=max{(v(x)(, xEJ?n), f or u E E. To this aim let us define the 
linear operator A: D(A) c E + E: 
D(A) := (U E E: Au exists in the sense of distributions, 
Au E E and au/an = 0 on 8.0 1, 
AU := D Au. 
(2.4) 
Thus A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) 
on E (see [ 181). 
Let us also define the nonlinear functional operator F: BC(IR -; E) + E 
W)(x) :=./-MO, xl, (RuW, xl>, x E 5 (2.5) 
With the previous assumptions, for any r > 0 the mapping 
u(.) --) F(q): BC((- oo,t];E)-tC(IO,7];E) 
is Lipschitz continuous on bounded sets. In order to define what we mean by 
a solution to (P), in E we consider the problem 
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du 
- = Au(t) + F(u,), 
dt 
f E ‘I! _ , 
(P’) 
and we put (P’) in the following mildform 
u(t)=T(t)h(O)+ [‘T(t-s)F(u,)ds. tE i . 
0 (Q) 
u(r) = h(t), tE: 
Form (Q) suggests a general concept of solution according to the following 
definition: 
DEFINITION 2.1. u E BC ((-co, r), E), r E 1.’ U {+cc 1 is a (mild) 
solution to (P) on (-00.7) if and only if u satisfies (Q) for t E (-co. r) and 
F defined by (2.5). 
If u solves (P) in the sense of Definition 2.1 and u is suffkiently regular. then 
u solves (P) in a classical sense. 
The assumptions (l)-(6) imply that a unique solution to (P) exists in some 
maximal interval (-00. r), where r depends on the initial datum h. Moreover 
if a solution is bounded on any finite time interval. then r = tco (i.e.. the 
solution exists globally). We are not going to prove these existence results 
since they follow by standard arguments. 
If we need to emphasize the dependence of the solution u on the initial 
datum h. we will denote it by u(h; .). 
Assumption (4) implies that u(f, X) E e = 0, (1, .Y) E ‘1, x fi, solves (P) for 
h(t, X) z e = 0. We will simply denote this equilibrium solufion by e or 0. 
The subject of the following sections will be the global behaviour of 
solutions to (P). Hence we give the following definitions: 
DEFINITION 2.2. A set Kc E is (positively) invariant for (P) if and only 
if. for any h = BC(F, ~; K), u(h; t) E K for all t > 0 in the maximal existence 
interval. 
For J c ii,“. if C(6.J) is invariant. we simply say that J is invariant. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set Kc E is definitively invariant for (P) with 
respect to X G BC(R -; E) if and only if, for any h E W. u(h; t) E K for all 
t > t,, in the maximal existence interval, for some t,, E 1,. 
For J c II?“, if C(fi,J) is definitively invariant, we simply say that J is 
definitively invariant. 
The main results of this paper are given in the next sections. They will be 
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proved by using some theorems of [ 13], which we recall here since they 
concern the abstract problem (Q). 
Some Abstract Results on Invariance and Attractivity 
of Convex Sets (proved in [ 131) 
An invariance theorem for problem (Q) could be given analogously to 
[3,6-S, 10, 12, 171, under weaker hypotheses than those we require in 
Proposition 2.1. We do not give such a general theorem, to avoid the use of 
specific invariance techniques. Indeed we are mainly interested in attractivity 
results here. Thus we do not consider a tangential condition (see 13, 6-8, 10, 
12, 17]), but a stronger condition on F which involves two sets, namely, 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let K,, K, G E, 7 G BC(R -; E). We say that 
if and only if for any M > 0, there exist d = d(M) E IO, + co 1, 
a=a(M)ElR+, such that if v E BC(R _; P,(M)) n Y’ ‘, v(t) E K, for all 
t E [-d, 01, then 
v(0) + aFv E K,. 
If 7 = BC(lR; E), we write Zr (K,, K,) = P(K,, K,). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Invariance). Let K be a closed convex set of E such 
that 
(i) FE B(K, K), 
(ii) T(t)K E K, t > 0. 
Then K is invariant. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 hold 
and K is bounded. Then for any h E BC(IR -; K) we have 
Cj) u(h; .) exists globally, u(h; t) E K for t > 0; 
(jj) there exists a E IR, and z E C@+ , K), such that u(h; t) = 
ePtlaT(t) h(0) + (1 - e-‘la) z(t), t > 0. 
Remark 2.5. The conclusions of Proposition 2.2 hold if, for M > 0 such 
that P,(M) 2 K and d(M) < +co (relative to FE 8(K, K)), we only require 
h E BC(lR-; P,(M)), with h(t) E K for all t E [-d(M), O]. 
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DEFINITION 2.5. For K, , K, s E, FE X(K, . Kz) let 
Y(K,,K,,F):= (hEBC(&:E): 
(1) u(h; .) exists globally: 
(2) u(h; .) E C(R; K,) or, for some f,. M E ;I(. . 
with d(M) < +co. u(h; .) E C(Ii<: P,,(M)) 
and u(h; t) E K,, for t > t, I. 
(Y(K,, K,, F) depends on Kz since d(M) is related to the condition 
FE Y(K,, K,).) 
Proposition 2.3 (Attractivity). Let 4 E N and K, , , G K, c ‘. . G K,, z E. 
Kc\ F . . . s K;, G E be such that for q = O..... 4 
(i) FE ?(K,, K;), with d(M) < +mfor all ME Fc , ifq > 0; 
(ii) T(t)K, G K q, T(t) K; c K; for t > 0; 
(iii) Kh is convex and there exists E, > 0 such that 
W:)~, n K,, G Kc, + , ; 
(iv) K,, is bounded. 
Then K, j , is definitively invariant with respect to ?(K,,, K;,. F). 
Remark 2.6 (Uniform attractivity). In the hypotheses of Proposition 2.3. 
if K, is invariant, there exists t, E [r; , , such that u(h: t) E K, + j for all t > I,, 
and all h E BC(II i ; K,). 
Remark 2.7. Assume that the hypotheses of Propositions 2.1. 2.2 hold 
with (i) replaced by 
(i’) FE 7, (K, K), with i’ ‘= BC(K -; K*). for some K* 3 K. 
Then the corresponding results hold true for the initial data h considered in 
Remark 2.5, under the additional condition h E BC(lFi ~. ; K*). 
On the other hand the results of Proposition 2.3 hold true for initial data h 
satisfying the additional condition h E ;uO c BC(R- : E), if hypothesis (i) is 
replaced by 
(i’) FE F7 (K,, K;), i’ = (u,(h; .): t E c + . h E “;,}. 
d(M) < +a2 if q > 0, for ME II? + . 
with 
Remark 2.8. For A defined by (2.4), the semigroup T(.) “satisfies the 
maximum principle componentwise,” that is, 
T(t)K C_ K, 
for all sets K := (u E E: a,< ui(x)< bi; for XE fin, i =l,..., n), for some 
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a,., bi E R, ai < bi, i = l,..., n. We will apply the previous propositions to sets 
of this kind, so that condition (ii) in Propositions 2.1, 2.3 holds. Moreover if 
A is not defined by (2.4), the results of this paper hold whenever A generates 
a strongly continuous semigroup, which satisfies the maximum principle 
componentwise (see, for instance, Remark 2.1). 
3. MAIN RESULTS FOR n = 1 
In this paper we obtain attractivity and asymptotic stability results, 
requiring the existence of “contracting rectangles” for f: Indeed, as we have 
remarked, if 
K := (U E E: a, < ui(x) < bi, for x E fin, i = l,..., n), 
for some a,, bi E IR, ai < bi, i = l,..., n, we have 7’(t)K c K for all t > 0, that 
is K is invariant for f = 0. Suitable contractivity conditions on f f 0 imply 
that K is invariant for (P) and the solutions enter in a subset of K. Families 
of such sets are considered. Analogous conditions can be found in [ 2, 15 ] in 
the case without delay. 
Our results are proved using the abstract propositions of Section 2, for A 
and F defined by (2.4) and (2.5), respectively. 
To simplify the notation, in this section we consider the case n = 1. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Z be an interval with extreme points a, b E IR, a < 6. 
I is contracting for f if and only if, for any y E L we have f(u, y) > 0 if 
a E I; f(b, y) < 0, if b E I. 
Remark 3.1. If Z is closed and contracting for J then Z is invariant for 
(P). This follows from Proposition 2.1. Note that, if Z is open, then it is 
trivially contracting for any f, and no restriction is placed on f: 
Let us state our main hypothesis. It involves a oneparameter family of 
contracting intervals, which shrinks from a given interval I3 0 to the 
equilibrium e = 0. We assume that a, b E IR, a < 0 < b are the extreme points 
of I, and we set our hypothesis as follows (cf. [2]): 
H(Z) := There exists 6 E [O, b] and a function g: [0,6^] -+ [u, OJ, such 
that 
(1) g is continuous and strictly decreasing; 
(2) g(O) = 0, g(6) = a; 
(3) for any J. E (0, b], Z(l) n Z is contracting for f, where 
I(A) := [g(l), Al, if A E [O,Q, 
= (a, A], if lE(&bJ. 
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Remark 3.2. If a = 0, then I(1) = (0, ,I 1, for any E, E (0. b 1. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Asymptotic stability). Let I be an invariant intert,al 
such that H(I) holds for J: Then 
(j) the equilibrium solution e = 0 is asymptotically stable in C(n, I): 
(jj) for any closed interval J 5 I. e = 0 attracts the set of initial data 
BC(li, x iif: J). 
THEOREM 3.2 (The largest attracted set). Assume that H(I) holds as 
retell as one of the following conditions: 
(i) I is closed; 
(ii) dq(.) has a compact support in p+ (finite delay case). Then e = 0 
attracts (in the norm of E) the set of initial data for which I is definitively 
invariant. 
Some Remarks Which Arise from the Theorems or from Their Proofs 
Remark 3.3. If I is not invariant, the results of Theorem 3.1 hold as well 
for any solution which takes values in C(fi. I) for all t E t,. 
Remark 3.4. Let H(Z) hold for a closed invariant interval I. Then e = 0 
is uniformly attractive, that is, for any F > 0, there exist T, > 0 such that 
lu(h;t,x) <F for all t > T,, x E fin. h E BC(pF x 6 I). 
A Discussion of Hypothesis H(I) (see also Remark 6. I ) 
Remark 3.5. Hypothesis H(I) can be easily visualized in the Il- ’ plane. 
Indeed H(I) holds if and only if there exist b  ^E [ 0. b I. g: IO,61 + la. 0 1, such 
that 
.f >o in G+= ((?~,~):xEZ~(--C/~.O),X~?‘~~ ‘(x)}, 
“f<o in G~=((x,~):?cEI~(O,+co),g(.u)~~~.s.ifx~~. 
a < y < x, if x > 6). 
No restrictions are given on the sign off elsewhere (see Fig. 1). 
Remark 3.6. We have not required f =J(x, .v) to be differentiable. for 
X, Y E I?. Nevertheless, if 
(i) ?f/Fx = f,, df/dy = fv exist and are continuous in a neighbourhood 
of (0,O). 
(ii) -f,@ 0) > I./JO, 011, 
then an interval I3 0 exists, such that H(I) holds. Indeed (i). (ii) imply that 
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FIG. 1. The sign off when H(1) holds. 
there exists a neighbourhood U := I-b, b] x I-b, b], b E R + , of (0, 0), such 
that f, andf, exist in U and 
s,(z) + If&>1 < 03 for z E ZJ. (3.1) 
Thus H([-b, 61) holds for Z(n) = [-A, A], A E (0, b]. Indeed the mean value 
Theorem implies that for 1 E (0, b], y E [-A, 11, there exists 
< = &$ y) E (0, 1) x (--A, A) c U such that 
which gives f(A, y) < 0, by (3.1). Analogously for k E (0, b 1, y E [ - A, A 1. 
and some r = @--A, y) E (-A, 0) x (-1, A) s U we have 
Thus 0 is locally asymptotically stable and attracts the set of initial data 
BC(R_ x fi; I-6, 61). 
Under suitable conditions (see 14, 19]), the local asymptotic stability of 0 
can be analyzed with the linearization method. It applies under hypotheses 
(i), (ii), but also when (ii) does not hold, if the delay terms are chosen 
appropriately. On the other hand the use of Theorem 2.1 gives also an 
attracted set of initial data. 
Remark 3.7. Let us weaken hypothesis H(Z) requiring that Z(n) n Z is 
contracting for f only for II E (c, b], for some c E (0,b). Then the asymptotic 
stability and attractivity results, stated for e = 0 in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, 
hold when e = 0 is replaced by the set Z(c). 
Some Generalizations 
Remark 3.8. Take m E N, m > 1. In (P) replace f(u(t, x), (Ru)(t , x)) by 
f(u(t, x), (R ‘u)(t, x),..., (R”‘u)(t, x)). Assume that f: R X R” -+ R is locally 
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Lipschitz continuous and R I,..., R”’ satisfy hypothesis (5) (for n = 1). Since 
f=f_(x, y), XE II?, yE Rrn, we can extend Definition 3.1 to this case, taking 
yi E I, j = l,...) m. Then Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold as well. 
Remark 3.9 (Nonautonomous case). H,: Replace f by f(r. u(t. x). 
(Ru)(t, x)). where fE C(R, x n*, IF?) and 
(1) f = f(t, z) is continuous in z E 11” ‘. uniformly for t E F ; 
(2) f(t, z) is locally Lipschitz continuous in Z. uniformly for t in 
compact subsets of R + . 
(3) f(t,O,O)=O, for tE F+. 
H,: Replace &(s) by d,Yq(t, s), where u: ir”, + ;I> is a nondecreasing function 
in s and 
(1 1 .I‘,: ” d, rf(t, s) = 1, for f E n”i + : 
(2) r-t,p c(-s) d,q(t, s): p + + E is continuous for an!’ 
1’ E BC(C. : E); 
(3) lim I’ ’ X’ d,rf(t, s) = 0, uniformly for t E L _ . T--Lx. T 
Let us generalize Definition 3.1 to this case, replacing f(a, J,) > 0 by 
f(t, a. J*) > m > 0 and f(b, y) < 0 by f(t, b,~) < - m < 0, for all t E F . 
Then Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold true in this case too (provided that in 
Theorem 3.2, (ii) is replaced by : (ii’) the support of dq(t. .) is bounded 
uniformly for t E rri +). Note that in the proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 we will 
mainly use the abstract results of Section 2, which can be extended to the 
case when F is nonautonomous (see I13 I). 
Remark 3.10. The results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 apply also to analyze 
the behaviour of solutions to problem 
g (t. x) = D Llu(t, x) + f(u(t, x), (lL)(t. x),, (t, x) E 11’ x 8. 
2 (t, y) = 0, (t. y) E ‘1, / x i”R. (P ’ ) 
u(0. x) = h,(x), s E n. 
where h,, E E and (8u)(t. x) = J‘h J’n G(s, X, J) u(t - s, y) dy dq(s). Indeed 
(P ’ ) can be considered as a special case of (P) when we take initial data of 
the form 
h(t, x) = 0, if t < 0. x E a; 
= h,(x), if f = 0, x E fi. 
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Though such initial data are not continuous, a solution to (P) exists, is 
continuous for t > 0, and the results of this section hold in this case too. 
Obviously Theorem 3.1 holds for problem (P+), if we replace the set of 
initial data BC(IR _ x a; J) by C(fi, J). 
4. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS OF SECTION 3 
In the following we assume F to be defined by (2.5). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For any E E (0, b), let 6 E (0, E) be such that 
Z(6) = [g(d), 61 c (-3, E), 6 < 6 if u < 0, Z(S) = [O. 61 c [O, E) if u = 0. -__ 
Stability of e = 0 is proved if we show that C(J2,Z(S)) is invariant, by 
means of Proposition 2.1, if u < 0 and Remark 4.2, if a = 0. 
Attructivity can be proved by showing that for any closed interval J 5 I -__ 
and any h E BC(IR_ x fi; J), u(h; .) definitively belongs to C(Q, Z(6)). To 
prove this latter fact Proposition 2.3 is used. 
We will only prove attractivity in detail. To this aim we will consider live 
different cases. 
Case 1. I is closed. First assume 6 = b, u < 0. For A E (0, b], Z(n) = 
[g(A), A] is contracting forJ Thus 
.I-(-? Y> > 0 in the set G”, = ((x, y): x E [a, g(6)], y E Z(g-l(x))}, 
&t-(x, Y> < 0 in the set GE = ((x, y): x E [a, b], y E Z(x)}. 
(4.1) 
Define 
G=G:VG", 
d=d(G,f-'(0))/4, 
m = min{If(x, ~11, (x7 Y> E G,,J, 
U= max{lf(x, y)l, (x, y) EZXI,l, 
p = dm/2U. 
Hence d, m, U, p > 0, 2p < d. Define recursively for q = 0 ,..., 4 
a, = a, b, = 6, 
b q+,=max{6,b,-~,g-‘(u,+~)J, 
us+ I= g(b,+ 113 
a; = a4 + 2p, 6; = 6, - 2p, 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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where 4 is such that b,, , = 6, b4 > 6. Then the following sets: 
K, = C(fi, [a,, b,]), q = o,.... cj + 1) 
K; = C(fi, [a;, b;]), q = o,..., $, 
fulfill the assumptions of Proposition 2.3. Indeed (ii) holds (see Remark 2.8). 
(iii) is soon verified taking E, = p, (iv) is trivial. Finally to prove (i). for any 
M 10, take u = d/U and A(M) such that 
. + ‘L 
dr](s) < d/M. 
-JfIIi 
Thus if m E BC([F?- , P,(M)) is such that m(t) E K,. for t E J-A(M). 0). 
then for any z E fi one has 
m(0, z) + af(m(0, z)), (Rm)(O, z)) = .Y + q-(x. y). 
for some (x. y) E la,, b,l x jay-d, 6, + dl. But if .V E la,, --d, b,, + d(. then 
(see (4.1). (4.2)) 
s E la,, a<, + 2d] ~~+aclf(x,?~)Ela,+2p,OIclab.b:I. 
sE la, t2d.b,-2dIwx+af(x,y)E [a,+2p.b,,-2pI= lu;.b:,l. 
.uf lb,,-2d,b,J~~x+af(x,~)E (O,b,--2pJcla6.b:,I. 
and (i) is verified. 
Finally as Kci+, = C(fi, Z(s)), the theorem follows. 
Note that W(K,,, K;, F) IJ i?C(R , K,) since K,, = C(fi. I) is invariant by 
hypothesis. Indeed in this case the invariance of K, can be also deduced 
from Proposition 2.1 since I is closed and contracting for j 
If 6 < b. a < 0, we should replace (4.3) by 
a,, = a, b, = b, 
b (,+ , = max@ 6, - P, 61, if b,, > d. 
=max(&b,-p,g-‘(a,+p)l. otherwise. 
a y’, = a. 
= db,, ,h 
if b,>b .^ 
otherwise. 
(4.4) 
a; = -a, 
= a() + 2p, 
b; = b, - 2p, 
if 6, > 6, 
otherwise: 
and the proof follows by analogous arguments. 
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If a = 0, remark that 6 = 0 < b and take GE, = 0, G? = ((x, y): x E [a, b 1, 
YE ~O>Xll. 
Remark 4.1. The application of Proposition 2.3 in Case 1 implies that 
e = 0 attracts all solutions starting from initial data h for which Z is 
definitively invariant. Indeed for any M > 0, one has d(M) < +co relative to 
the condition I; E B(K,, , Ki). 
Case 2. I = (a, b]. For h E BC(IR- X fi,J) (.Z closed, .Zc I), we will 
prove that there exists an interval [a,/?] c (a, b), which falls under Case 1 
and is definitively invariant with respect to (h}. Thus the conclusion follows 
via Remark 4.1. 
If1E 1&b], I(l)=(a,A] is contracting forf: Hence 
./-(x2 Y) < 0 in the set G= ((x,y):xE [&b/,yEZ(x)}. (4.5) 
Define d, m, U, p as in (4.2), for G as in (4.5). Define recursively for 
q = o,..., c.j 
b,=b, b,,, = max(b, - p, 6 - p), 
6; = 6, - 2p, 
where 4 is such that b,, , = 6 - p, b, > 6 - p. Then the following sets: 
K, = C(fi, (a, b,]), q = o,..., 4” + 1, 
K; = C(& l-00, b;]), q = o,..., s ,^ 
fulfill the assumptions (i)-(iv) of Proposition 2.3. Thus for any fixed 
h E BC(IR- x fin; J) (J closed, .Z c Z), there exists tr > 0, such that 
u(h; t) E C(fi, (a, /I]) for all t > t, , p = 6’ - p, 
Pick T > 0. such that 
I 
+a, 
&@I < z$b, 
r 
and define 
a* = inf{u(h; 1, z), (t, z) E (-00, t, + T] X fin), 
a=min{a*,g 6-G 
c II 
. 
Since p is defined by (4.2) for G as in (4.5), g(b- (p/2)) > a > a, 
/3 = 6 - p > 6 - d, and H(Z) holds, we can easily show that H( [a,Z?]) is 
fulfilled for B = /? (recall Remark 3.5). 
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Finally [a,p] is definitively invariant with respect to {h}. This follows by 
a time-translation argument, taking t, + T as the starting point (instead of 
t = 0) and applying Proposition 2.2 and Remarks 2.5, 2.7. (i’) in Remark 2.7 
holds for K = C(fi, [a, /?I), K* = C(fii la, b]), and d(M) = T for all M > 0. 
Indeed if m E BC(IFJ-; K*) is such that m(t) E K for t E 1-T. 01. then for 
- E fi we have f(m(0, z). (Rm)(O, z)) =f(x, y) for some x E [a, /II. 
5, E In, 6 ~ (p/2)]. Moreover p. a, p are such that .f(a. ~1) > 0, f@ .I%) i 0 
for .rE la.6(p/2)1. 
In the case I = la, 6), 6 = b the theorem follows making a change of 
variables which takes u in L’ = - u and thus reducing to Case 2 with 6 = b. 
Case 3. I is open, 6 = b. For any closed interval J c 1. there exists 
b, E (0, b), such that Z(b,) 2 J. Since I(b,) satisfies assumption H(l(b,,)) and 
I(b,,) is closed and invariant (see Remark 3.1). this case reduces to Case I. 
Case 4. I is open, 6 < b. For any closed interval J c I and any 
h E BC(‘IJ x fi, J), there exists /I E (6, b), such that (a, PI 2 J. Since 
assumpion H((a, /?I) is verified, this case reduces to Case 2, if we prove that 
(a, p) is invariant. This invariance result can be deduced from the following. 
Remark 4.2. Assume that 
(i) I is an invariant interval with extreme points a, b. u < b: 
(ii) b’ E (a. b) is such that (a. b’ 1 is contracting for J: 
Then J = (-co, b’ 1 n I is invariant. 
This result follows via a contradiction argument. from ( 13, Lemma 1, 
Sect. 1 I and the fact that for some b” E (b’. 6). we have 
FE fi(C(fin, (-co, b”] n I), C@, (-co. b’ I)). 
Case 5. I = [a, b), 6 < b. The proof follows as in Case 4 replacing 
(a,.... by la.... . Case 4 reduces to Case 2, this case reduces to Case 1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. If (i) holds, the proof follows from Case 1 of the 
preceding proof and Remark 4.1. 
If (ii) holds. let r E iR + be a bound for the support of &( .). Thus if h, h^ 
are two initial data such that h(s) = 6(s), for s E j-r, 0 1, we have 
u(h; t) = u(h^; r), for all t > 0. 
Let h be an initial datum for which I is definitively invariant and t,, such 
that u(h; t) E C(fi, Z), for all t > t,. By a time-translation argument. we can 
take t, + r as the starting point, instead of I = 0, and we have 
u(h; t + f. + r) = ~(6; 1) for all I > 0. 
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where 
k(s) = u(h; t,), 
= u(h; s + t, + r), 
if s < -r, 
if s E (-r, O]. 
Hence 6 E BC(IR _ x 6; J) for the closed interval 
.I= {u(h; t, z), t E [to, t, + r], z E fin) EZ, 
and the proof follows applying Theorem 3.1 with the generalization given in 
Remark 3.3. 
5. MAIN RESULTS FOR n > 1 
The results of Section 3, for n = 1, can be extended to the case n > 1. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let I/ = I, x . . . x I,, c IR”, where for i = I,.... n, Ii is 
an interval of extreme points a,, bi E iR, ai < bi. The rectangle V is 
contracting for f if and only if for any y E v, i = l,..., n, we have 
fi(x, y) > 0 ifx E Vf7 {x:x( = a,}, jj(x,y)<O ifxE Vf7{x:xi=bi}. 
Remark 5.1. If I’ is closed and contracting forf, then V is invariant for 
(P). This follows from Proposition 2.1. If V is open, then it is trivially 
contracting for any f, and no restriction is placed on J 
Let us state our main hyothesis. It involves a one-parameter family of 
contracting rectangles which shrinks from a given rectangle V 3 0, to the 
equilibrium e = 0. We assume that V := I, X a.. x I,, 3 0 is such that for 
i = l,..., n, Ii has extreme points ai, bi, a, < 0 < bi, 6, > 0, and we set our 
hypothesis as follows (cf. [2]): 
H(V) := For i = l,..., IZ, there exist bi, b: E [0, b, ] and some functions 
gi: [0, bi] --t [a,, 01, pi: [O, b:] + [O, bi], such that 
(1) gi and pi are continuous, strictly decreasing and strictly 
increasing respectively; 
(2) gi(O)=pi(O)=O, gi(b^i)=ai, pi(br)=bi> b:=b,,p,(A)=A; 
(3) for any 1 E (0, b,], V(A) n V is contracting for f, where 
V(A) = Z,(A) x . . . x Z,(A) and for i = l,..., n 
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‘iCn) = I Si(A)3 PjCn>13 if /I E [O, min(b^,, b:} 1, 
= @i. Pi(l if bi < b”, L E (ii. b,? 1. 
= I gi(k), bi), if b* < bi, i E (b:, b ;^I, 
= (ai 3 bi), if gi. b? < b,, /I E (max(Ji, b:}. b, 1. 
Remark 5.2. If a, = 0 lor bi = 01, then 
[itA) = Co3 PiCA)l. if 2 E (0, b: 1. 
= (0, bi), if bF<b,, nE(b”,b,I. 
L 
1 gi(l), O), if I E (09 di 1. 
(ai 3 O), if Li < b,, 1 E (Li,b,l. 
I 
THEOREM 5.1 (Asymptotic stability). Let V be an invariant rectangle 
such that H(V) holds forf. Then 
(j) the equilibrium solution e = 0 is asymptotically stable in C(fi, V): 
(jj) for any closed rectangle UC_ V, e attracts the set of initial data 
BC(R x 5, U). 
THEOREM 5.2 (The largest attracted set). Assume that H(V) holds as 
well as one of the following conditions: 
(i) V is closed; 
(ii) the supports of dq,(.),..., dq,,(.) are all included in a compact set q/ 
IP f (finite delay case). 
Then e = 0 attracts (in the norm of E) the set of initial data for which L’ is 
detinitively invariant. 
Remarks 3.3, 3.4, 3.7-3.10 can be extended to the n-dimensional case for 
n> 1. 
Remark 5.3. Remark 3.6 extends to the case H > I. Indeed. if f =f(s. J’) 
(x. y E 8-J”) is such that 
(i) 8&/Sxj, &fa j y exist and are continuous in a neighbourhood of 
(0, 0), for i, j = l,..., n, 
(4 -ki(afilaxj(O~ 0) > ki I(af;:laYi)(oT 011 + C.7 l,,j,i kjlI(%l~-~;)(o- 011 
+ l(vi/~.~jii)(0~ O)ll~ 
for i = l,..., n and some constants k, ,..., k, E Ik + , then 0 is asymptotically 
stable and attracts the set of initial data BC(F X fin, V). where 
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v= [-k,b,k,b] x *.- X [-k,b, k,b], for a suitable b E R,. Indeed (i) and 
(ii) imply that there exists b E R + such that H(V) holds for 
1 E [0, k, b]. 
An Additional Generalization 
Remark 5.4 (A nonlinear delay term). In (P) take a functional depen- 
dence on u(., .), of the form 
./-(a xl, vw(t, xl), 
where 
(il) f: R” x R + R” is locally Lipschitz continuous; 
(i2) (R^u)(t,x) =ljo+“k(s, j,G,(s,-x, y)u,(t - s, y) dy,..., .fI)G,,(s, x3 
y) un(t - s, y)dy)ds, for (t, x) E R + x a, where 
(i3) G, ,..., G, satisfy (2.2) and (2.3); 
(i4) (s,x ,,..., x,)+ k(s,x ,,..., x,): F?, x iR” + iR is monotone 
nondecreasing in xi, for all i = l,..., n; 
(i5) k(s, 0 ,..., 0) = 0, for s E R +; 
(i6) k(s, x) is locally Lipschitz continuous in x = (x,,..., x,,) and the 
Lipschitz constant is in L’(T?+) as a function of s; that is, for all s, R E IR + , 
there exists L(s, R) > 0, such that / k(s, x) - k(s, xl)\ < L(s, R) Ix - x’ /, 
x,x’E R”, 1x1, lx’(<R, and ‘,‘“L(s,R)ds=L(R) < +03. 
For any closed rectangle Vc R”, set 
p(V) := ((Z?u)(O, z), for z E R, u E BC(R _ X fi, V)). 
Thus p(V) is a closed interval. 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 hold when the delay term is given by (i2), provided 
that in Definition 5.1 (“V contracting for f”) we replace y E vc R”, by the 
scalaryEp(V))clR’. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
The theory developed in the previous sections can be used to analyze 
several concrete problems. Its application *to some mathematical models 
arising in biology often leads to global asymptotic stability results, with 
respect to the set of initial data which are biologically meaningful. 
We will examine only a few examples in order to show how the method 
appplies. Moreover we will give an additional result which is quite technical 
but useful in applications (see Theorems 6.2 and 6.3). 
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6.1. The Space Dependent Volterra Population Equation (n = I): 
a Detailed Analysis 
1. The problem. We consider problem (P) for f given by 
f, = f,(x, y, 3 yJ = x(c - kx + PJ’, - 9?‘?). (6.1) 
where c, k. p, q E n + , x denotes the dependence off, on u(t. z) (instan- 
taneous dependence). and y, , ~1~ its dependence on u through the delay terms 
(R ‘u)(t, z), (R ‘u)(t, z), satisfying hypothesis (5) (see Remark 3.8). Here 
u([, z), for (t, z) E F x fin, is a measure of population size (see [ ZOI), hence 
only nonnegative solutions and equilibria are of interest. We assume 
li -+ 4 > p. c > 0. Thus we have two nonnegative equilibria. 0 and 
e” := c/(k -- p + q) > 0. 
2. The equilibrium of interest: Z 
3. Suitable coordinates. The theory of the previous sections applies to 
the equilibrium Z if we make a change of variables which takes .C into 0. 
Hence in the new coordinates f, is replaced by 
f * =f*(X, .I’, , y2) = (e’+ x)(-kx + p?‘, - qj’:). (6.2) 
4. Restrictions suggested by the problem. Nonnegative functions, for 
f = f,, correspond to functions which take values in I-e?, +a~), for f = f *. 
Hence we look for an interval I such that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 
hold and we claim I c I-E, +co). Moreover for h z -Z. u(h: .) = -e’ is not 
attracted by e = 0, hence Theorem 3.1 requires I c (-F, +m ). 
5. Conditions equivalent to H(I). Take I = la, b ] c (-t? +oo ) for some 
a, b E F:, a < 0 < b and consider condition H(Z) in the case when the 
function ,g exists for 6 = b. Thus (see Remark 3.8) 
H(I) u max{ f *(A, y,, yz), for yl ,yz E J(A)\ < 0. 
min{f*(g(l), y,, yz), for YI,Y2 E I(l)/ > 0. for 1 E (0, bj 
u (e’ + A)(-k/l + pL - qg@)) < 0, 
cc + g@))(Wf$) + P‘dA) + (-4)) > 0. for 1 E (0. b 1 
u (since g(A) > a > -e-) - (k - p) I. < qg(;1), 
(k - P) g(A) < -9k for n~(O,b) 
u (since g(A) < 0 for A E (0, bl) k > p 
and - (k - ‘) A < g(A) < - q’ 
(k - P) 
for 1 E (0, b]. 
4 
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6. Additional restrictions connected to H(Z). The last relationship, 
equivalent to H(Z), makes sense if and only if k - p > q and -qb/(k - p) > 
a > -(k - p)b/q, that is, q lal/(k - p) < 6 = b < (k - p) lal/q. From now on 
we assume k > p + q. 
7. The largest interval I. Since “a” can be as close as we like to -e’, 
H((-F, b]) holds for any b = b’E (qF/(k - p), (k - p)z/q), where we can 
take, for instance, g(1) = --X//6. Moreover for the same choice of b  ^and g, 
H((-c, b]) holds for any b > 6. 
8. Invariance of I. Proposition 2.1 implies that I-e’, b] is invariant for 
f* and (jj) in Proposition 2.2 implies that (-c, b] is invariant, for any 
b > 6 E W”/(k - P>, (k - p)c/q). 
We apply Theorem 3.1 for Z = (-c, b] and go back to the previous 
variables to get (recall that b can be chosen arbitrarily large) 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Take problem (P) for f = f, and k > p + q. Then the 
positive equilibrium c= c/(k - p + q) is AS. (asymptotically stable) in 
C(a, F? + ) and attracts the set of initial data BC(IR x fin; J) for any closed 
interval J c F? + . 
Remark 6.1. In Proposition 6.1, no additional conditions are required 
on G, , G,, v,, nz. Indeed the results we obtain are independent of the choice 
of the delay terms, since this is the case for hypothesis H(Z), in Theorem 3.1. 
Further note that if, for instance, p = 0, by Proposition 6.1 we have 
k > q > 0 r, z is globally A. S. (taking only nonnegative initial data), for 
any choice of the delay operator R, and on the other hand 
0 < k < q b There exists a delay operator R, such that e’ is unstable 
(the analysis of the linearized system leads to this result if we simply 
consider the case without space dependence). 
6.11. A Larger Set of Attracted Initial Data for Models with Two Equilibria 
Theorems 3.2 and 5.2 allow us to find a larger set of attracted initial data 
than the set we obtain by Theorems 3.1 and 5.1. Here we do this for a 
special situation which arises quite often in the applications (as in the 
Volterra population equation). 
(P) has two equilibria, u = 0 and u = e*, and there exists a rectangle 
V 3 0 such that H(V) holds, e* E av, and r is invariant; only initial data in - - 
BC(R- x s); V) are considered (remark that if H(V) holds, then e* @ V, 
otherwise by Theorem 5.1 we get the contradiction: for h = e*, u(h; t, z) = 
e*-+O as t--+a, for zEfi). 
In this situation we apply Theorem 3.2 or 5.2 after solving one of the 
following problems: 
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(Pl) the delay is finite (see Remark 2.4). Find initial data 
h E BC([-r, 01 x Q F) such that V is definitively invariant with respect to 
them ((jj) in Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 6.1 below will be used to solve 
this problem in applications). 
- - 
(P2) The delay is infinite. Find initial data h E BC(ln x Q; V) such 
that a closed rectangle V(A) c V (of the family associated to H(V)) is 
definitively invariant with respect to them (note that H(V(1)) holds). (To 
solve this problem we will use Theorems 6.2 (n = 1) and 6.3 (n > l).) 
The following theorem can be useful in proving the definitive invariance of 
V with respect to some initial data (see the proofs of Propositions 6.2 and 
6.3) both for the finite and the infinite delay cases. 
THEOREM 6.1. If n = 1, D = d, > 0, and A is defined by (2.4). the 
corresponding semigroup T(t) on C(G, R) satisfies the maximum principle in 
the strong form. This is to saJ>, ifv E C(fi, [a, b]), for some a. b E Ir<. a < h. 
is such that v f a and v f b in fi, we have 
T(t) v(z) E (a; 6) for all (t, 2) E r , X EX 
For n > 1 this is true in C(fi, Wn) for those components of index i. such that 
di>O, iE {l,.... n}. 
(The proof can be found in I14 ] for regular functions and in 19 ] for 
continuous functions.) 
Let us analyze problem (P2). To simplify the notation we assume that 
n= 1, I/= I, and H(I) holds for 6 = b. Let ME iF- + be such that 
I c l--M, M]. Thus for I E (0, b), I(A) is closed and H(l(A)) holds. Moreover 
FE 8, (C(fi, I(A)), C(fi, Z(A))) for ?’ := BC([F x fi, f) and some d(M) = 
d(M, A) < +m. - - 
Take h E BC(IK x Q; I) such that u(h; t) E C(s, I) for all t > t,,. for 
some t,, E IG f . If there exists A E (0, b) such that 
I(k) 3 (u(h; t, z): (t, z) E It,,, t, + A(,M, A,] x fi}. (6.3) 
then by Remarks 2.5 and 2.7 and a time-translation argument we get that 
I(A) is definitively invariant with respect to {h}. Thus by Theorem 3.2 
u(h: t, z) -+ 0 as t + +a~, uniformly for z E 6. - - 
Note that if h E BC(IR _ x a; I), I is definitively invariant with respect to 
(h), and we assume that d(M, A) < fco is independent of A (at least for 
A E (b - 6, b), for some 6 E (0, b)), then there always exists a A E (0, b) for 
which (6.3) holds. 
In order to find conditions such that A(M, A) < +a, is independent of i,. 
set 0(A) := J’Iz+~~,Aj d?(s) and note that if L’ E BC(IF- x fi. f). 
13(t) E C(fi,I(A)) for t E [-A(M,l), 01, then for any z E fi, f(v(0. z). 
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(RvN4 z)> =./-(x9 Y> f or some x E Z(L), y E [ 8(L)a + (1 - &I)) g(I), 8(L)b + 
(1 - (w>Vl* 
Hence we can choose d(M, 1) independently of k E (b - 6, b), if the 
hypotheses of Theorem 6.2 hold, where the following conditions are involved 
(we eliminate the restriction 8 = b). 
ci> f(g(JL Y) > 03 f or kE(b^-a,@, yEI&.z+(l-@g(k), Bb+ 
(1 -WI; 
Cjj) f(L, y) < 0, for 1 E (b - 8, b), y E [@‘a + (1 - I!?‘) g(L), B’b + 
(1 - s’)n]; 
where 6 E (0,6^), 6’ E (0, b), t&8 E (0, 1 ] are given constants and we set 
g(A) G a for L E [& b]. 
From the preceding analysis of problem (P2) we get 
THEOREM 6.2. Let Z 3 0 be a bounded interval such that 
(i) I# Z is invariant, 
(ii) H(Z) holds, 
(iii) if a @ Z, there exist 6 E (0, b), 8 E (0, 11 such that (j) holds, 
(iv) if b @ Z, there exist 6’ E (0, b), 8’ E (0, 1 ] such that (jj) holds. 
Then e = 0 attracts the set of initial data h E BC (R x fin, i) for which Z is 
definitively invariant. 
Analogously for n > 1, if si E (0, bi), ST E (0, b:), Bi, 0; E (0, 11, for 
i = I,..., n, are given constants, we state the following conditions, for any 
given i = l,..., n: 
tj’) fi(Z, y) > 0 if Z E V(L) n (Z :Zi= g/(n)}, ,V E J,(L) X “’ X J,(L), 
for A E (b^i - si, Li), where for k = I,..., n 
Jk(‘) = [‘,a, + (1 - Si> gk(Ah Bib, + (1 - of> Pi]; 
Cjj’) h(Z,y)<O if ZEV(A)n{z:Zi=pi(A)}, .YEJ,(A)X...XJ,(L), 
for II E (bT - SF, b:), where, for k = l,..., n, J,@) is defined as in (j’) for Bi 
replaced by Sf ; 
where we set gi(lz) 3 ai, for 3, E [Ji, b,], p,(A) = bi, for 1 E [b:, b,]. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let V = I, x . . . x I,, 3 0 be a bounded rectangle such 
that 
(i) F# V is invariant, 
(ii) H(V) holds, 
(iii) for i = I,..., n, if ai 6S Ii, there exist si E (0, bi), Bi E (0, 1 ] such 
that 0’) holds for i, 
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(iv) for i = l,..., n, if bi & I;, there exist S,+ E (0, b,?). 0; E (0, 1 ( such 
that (jj’) holds for i. 
- - 
Then e = 0 attracts the set of initial data h E BC(F x R, V)for which V is 
deJnitive!y invariant. 
Theorems 6.1. 6.2 apply to improve the resuit of Proposition 6.1 
concerning the Volterra population equation. Indeed we have 
PROPOSITION 6.2. In the hypotheses of Proposition 6.1. if D > 0. P 
attracts the set of initial data 
Remark 6.2. Propositions 6.1, 6.2 generalize to the space-dependent case 
the results given in [ 11 ) for the problem 
g (t) = z’(t) [c - h(t) + /_. ’ cp(s) c(r - s) ds . r E 1,. . .’ 0 
r’(t) = h(t), [ETy) 
where qEL’(‘;g+, IL?). This problem has been studied in 116 I. in the spaces 
dependent case, for q(s) > 0, for all s E F, . (We have p = 1,; ’ q + (s) ds. 
q = i;” ~1~~ (~1 ds, v,(s) = .I?, (o’(t) d</p, if P f  0. I?&) = .I‘:, v, (8 &/q. if 
q#b, where q*(s)=max(icp(s).O/.) 
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Make the change of variables considered in 
6.1.3. Thus .f= f * is  ^ defined by (6.2) and I = (-Z bl. for any 
b > b E (qc/(l(k - p), (k -p)t?/q), satisfies H(I) (see 6.1.7). Moreover I is 
invariant (see 6.1,s). 
We will prove that I is definitively invariant with respect to the set of 
initial data 
- - 
9” := (h E BC(R- x R; I): h(0. .) f --Z in fi}. 
Thus if the delay is finite (see (PI)), Theorem 3.2 implies Proposition 6.2. 
Without any restriction on the delay, Proposition 6.2 follows by Theorem 6.2 
if we prove that hypothesis (iii) holds (we already know that the other 
hypotheses hold). In both cases the result is obtained going back to the 
previous variables and remarking that b can be chosen arbitrarily large. 
Proof that I is definitively invariant with respect to I’. Since D = d, > 0. 
Theorem 6.1 implies that for h E W’, 7’(t) h(0) E C(fi, I) for t > 0. - - 
Moreover Proposition 2.2 applies for K = C(R: I). Hence for all t 2 0, we 
have u(h; t) = e “,T(t) h(0) + (1 -em ‘I”) z(t) for some a E 11, * - - 
z(t) E C(L?, I). Thus u(h; t) E C(fi, I), for t > 0. QED. 
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Proof that (iii) in Theorem 6.2 holds. Since f = f * depends on two 
delay terms y, , y, (see Remark 3.8), condition (j) must hold for y = (y, , yz) 
such that y,, y, E [Ba + (1 - 0) g(A), 6% + (1 - @A]. Remark that for any 
19 E (0, 11, A E (0,6), we have 
minIf(g(~),~,,~,),for~,,~~E lea+(l-e)g(~),eb+(l-e)~l} 
= (? t g(l))[-kg(A) t pea + ~(1 - 8) g(l) - q0b - q(i - e)k \ 
= cc + g(4) 2-e 4, 
where v(8, A) is defined by the last equality. Moreover e’+ g(A) > 0 for 
A E (0,6) and v(0, A) + (k - p) I?- q6 > 0 as (0, A) + (0, 6). Hence for some 
8 E (0, 1 ], (j) holds. 
6.111. Examples for n = 2: The Space-Dependent Competition 
and Predator-Prey, Models 
Take 
X,(&l -1,x, -P, Y*> 
f(x3 y)= Jx2(c2 -1,x, -p* y,) ) (6.4) 
where x = (c; ) (instantaneous dependence), y = ( ;;) (dependence on the 
delay term), E,, ;I,, AZ, /I, E [R,; E,, & E F?, in the competition model, -E,, 
-/I* E iR + in the predator-prey model (see (201). 
We analyze the asymptotic stability and attractivity of the biologically 
meaningful equilibria, that is, of equilibria with nonnegative components. 
PROPOSITION 6.3 (Competition model, see IS]). Let f be defined by (6.4), 
&,,/I, E R,, E,/E, > A,//?, > /II/A,, d, > 0. Then e := (&,/A,, 0) is an A. S. 
equilibrium in C(fi, f?:) and attracts the set of initial data 
-- 
,~=(hEBC(R_xn,R~):h,(O,.)~Oin~}. 
PROPOSITION 6.4 (Competition Model, see [5]). Let f be dejned by 
(6.4), e,,P, E R+, A,/& > E,/E, > P,/&, d,, d, > 0. Then 
is an A. S. equilibrium in C(fi, R:) and attracts the set 
-- 
PROPOSITION 6.5 (Predator-prey model, see [ 131). Let f be defined by 
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(6.4), -E,, -/3, E f? + , &,/le21 < A,/j&j, d, > 0. Then the conclusion oj 
Proposition 6.3 holds. 
PROPOSITION 6.6 (Predator-prey model, see [ 13 1). Let f be defined by 
(6.4), -Q, -&ER+, el/l~21>~,/(P21>P,/~2, d,.d?>O. Then the 
conclusion of Proposition 6.4 holds. 
The results in Propositions 6.3-6.6 correspond to four different conditions 
on the coefficients offin (6.4). The proofs of such results can be constructed 
analogously to the case of the Volterra population equation. Here we simply 
give one of these proofs without the procedure to construct it. 
Proof of Proposition 6.3. Make a change of variables which takes e into 
0. Hence we study problem (P) where f(O.0) = 0 and 
Take 
&,P2 b,=b, >i,E.:’ a, = --E ,/A, . 
Thus Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 6.1 imply the invariance of 
V = (a,, b, ] x (0, b,] and its definitive invariance with respect to the set of - - 
initial data Fi = (h E BC(IFI _ x l2; V): h,(O, .) f a, in fi}. since {, > 0. 
Moreover hypothesis H(V) holds for 6, = c,/I12/A, iz, b, = 0. 
b:: = b, = b; = b,, gl(l) = - l,VP,, A E IO+ b, I: p,(A) = p2(A) = Sk 
AE[O,b,]. Indeed for lE(O,b,], if x,,~,EIg,(;l),Aj for i.<b^,. 
x,.?l,Era,.~lforA>6,,andifxz,y,E[O,pz(i)l=[0.1)wehave 
< 4E2 -&cl> < 0, if A>h ,^; 
and if 1 E (0, b ,^), we have 
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by the choice of b^, and the condition on coefficients. Thus Theorem 5.1 
proves the A.S. of 0 in C(fi, V). 
Note that Theorem 6.3 applies to V if we verify that hypothesis (iii) holds 
for i = 1, that is, (j’) holds for i = 1. Indeed note that for A E (0, 6,) and 
J,(l), J,(n) defined in (j’) for some 8, E (0, 11, we have 
where ~(8,) L) is defined by the last equality. Since (&]/A,) - (E~A//?~) > 0 for 
L E (O,J,) and u(B,,l)-+ ((LJL2/j?2) -/3,)b^, > 0 as (0,,L)-+ (0,6,), there 
exist 8, E (0, 1 ] and 8, E (0, b,) for which (j’) holds for i = 1. 
Since V is definitively invariant with respect to R’i, Proposition 6.3 
follows from Theorem 6.3, going back to the previous variables and 
remarking that b, = b, can be chosen arbitrarily large. 
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